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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to tell you about an exciting new Federal Highway Administration program that’s designed to revolutionize the way highways are built: Highways for LIFE.Congressionally authorized as part of the “Safe-Tea-Lu” , HfL program is about implementing proven new technologies and innovations much more quickly to make a difference for the motorists.HfL equals Long-Lasting, Innovative, Fast, efficient & Safe



More cars and trucks

Old highways and bridges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traffic congestion is on the rise:70% increase in freight tonnage between 1998 and 202090% of urban Interstates expected to approach/exceed capacity by 202010% of total and 20% of incidental congestion due to construction workzones.In metro areas, hours of delay per traveler tripled over the last 10 years.Waste 2.9 B gals of fuel/year due to congestionAging highways and bridges need to be fixed:One-third of the Interstate system is in less than good condition.22% of bridges are structurally deficient- 6000 in PA alone.$150B estimate to fix bridge deficiencies.Infrastructure preservation has to address maintenance of traffic.



Too many crashes 

and injuries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We face increasing challenges on America’s highway system.Too many crashes and injuries:43,220 fatalitiesU.S. ranks 9th worldwide in Trans Safety & 95% on highways2.89 million injuries6.3 million crashes   1.48 deaths/hundred million vehicle-miles $230.6 billion or $820/person



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our customers rightly tell us:We take too long to do construction jobs.Traffic delays are intolerable.But we know the highway community is able to do much better



We can build highways:

Faster

With less congestion

With better safety and quality

At lower cost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can build highways:In weeks instead of yearsWith minimal traffic backupsWith significantly better safety results and higher qualityAnd, by the way, even at lower costThat’s the idea behind the Highways for Life program—an initiative to promote the use of project performance goals and to advance widespread implementation of innovation in highway construction and dramatically improve the way American roads are built. 



Setting specific perf. goals

and

Seeking the best solutions

How?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building better highways and providing better highway transportation is about:Setting project performance goals with the focus on the user and Seeking the best solutions to meet those goals and taking advantage of available innovations.Most projects today are built to meet standards and specifications with the tools, technologies and processes that we have always used.  But with today’s demands, doing it the we always have is not getting the job done.The performance goals are the focus, not looking for a place to use a technology. It is not necessarily about projects and products, it is about embellishing the project delivery process.



Setting Performance Goals:
• Focus on user

• Set at a high level 

• Define end results

• What, not How

• Encourage innovation

Highways for LIFEHighways for LIFE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highway users have told us they want less congestion, improved safety, and longer-lasting roads. Performance goals define the results a project should achieve. These are the key attributes of the Highways for LIFE performance goals



Highways for LIFE

Seeking the best solutions:
• Benchmarking 
• Team approach
• Be innovative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the target has been set through the establishment of a performance goal the next step is to determine if the goal can be achieved using standard or current  practice in the state. An innovation for HfL application purposes is one that is not a standard practice in the state.    If the goal represents the best and it is a stretch it is very doubtful that current practice will get the job done.  Seeking the best solutions is definitely a team sport and it does require a “fresh look” at how we do our business



Highways for LIFE

Program Elements:
• Technology Transfer
• Technology Partnerships
• Demonstration Projects
• Communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the Highways for LIFE program elements identified in SAFETEA-LU$75M line item in SAFETEA-LUTechnologies proven in a few states to be quickly implemented more broadly.



Highways for LIFE

Technology Transfer Actions
• Workshops/open-houses
• Vanguard Technologies
• Technical Briefs
• Webinars (Two-Lift, Precast Pavements)
• Toolkit DVD’s (PBES, RSA,PCPS,HfL)
• Display Booth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Technology Transfer element consists of the following:  workshops  focus on four Vanguard technologies  technical briefs (approx 30 technologies)  webinars  DVD Toolkits  display boothThe Vanguard Technologies include:Prefabricated bridge elementsRoad safety auditsMaking work zones work better Precast concrete pavementsThese technologies were chosen because they offer the opportunity to make a major impact and provide significant benefits.  Highways for LIFE interest is to develop improved ways of doing highway technology transfer



Vanguard Technologies

• Prefabricated bridge elements 
and system (PBES)

• Road safety audits (RSA)
• Making work zones work better
• Precast concrete pavements 

system (PCPS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highways for LIFE champions the use of innovations to achieve Long-lasting, Innovative, Fast construction of Efficient and safe pavements and bridges.½ to $1million each to advance state of the practice.



Highways for LIFE

Formal Marketing Plans

• Develop Goals

• Identify Target Audiences

• Identify Resistance

• Develop Rigorous Action Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
     A reason for successful implementation of the original three Vanguard technologies is that they had a team develop formal Marketing Plans.     These plans set goals for innovation implementation, identified the target audiences, identified potential roadblocks or hurdles to be overcome, and established rigorous action plans to include actions, time frames, responsibility, resources.     A team of subject matter experts developed a similar plan for PCPS.     The priority actions for this year for PCPS are regional workshops and webinars. 



Highways for LIFE

• Videoconference

• DVD of videoconference

• Marketing plan

• Regional showcases (3)

• Webinars

• Toolkit DVD

• Rotational assignment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highways for LIFE has already started to implement some of the actions identified in the marketing plan. Note those listed here.HfL working alongside and in concert with the AASHTO TIG and the FHWA Office of Pavement Technologies in HQRTS.Rotational assignment- Tim LaCoss.



Highways for LIFE

Technology Partnership
• All-Weather Pavement Marking System (3M Co.) 

• Intelligent Asphalt Compaction Analyzer (Haskell Lemon 
Construction Co.) 

• Aggregate Imaging System (Pine Instrument Co.) 

• Automated Pavement Marker Placement System (Stay 
Alert Safety Services) 

• Asphalt Binder Cracking Device (EZ Asphalt Tech,LLC.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Technology Partnership element consists of the following:$250-500k grant to move technologies to marketable. Private industry eligibility. Public organizations are not eligible.This innovative program represents the first time grants were awarded directly to the general industry and will assist the five companies refine and test technologies currently at the prototype stage in a real-world highway setting in partnership with State departments of transportation and local transportation agencies.Solicitation letter for next round is “on the street”We encourage you to participate in this part of the HfL Program.  



Highways for LIFE

Demonstration Projects

• Performance goals for safety, quality, 

construction congestion and user 

satisfaction

• Innovations to achieve goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highways for LIFE’s requirements for incentive funding for demonstration projects include:Establishing performance goals for each of these areas—unless project conditions differ andUsing innovations—technologies, processes, procedures, equipment, materials, etc.—to achieve the goalsSubmitted by State highway agencies. Most visible part of the HfL Program.



Highways for LIFE 
Demonstration Projects

HfL Project Recipient

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Map shows 15 states chosen for incentive funding in 2006  and 2007 (blue).   NOTE: NY has been removed as a recipient.2006 was the first year that project incentive funds were offered.2009 will be the last year for project solicitation (solicitation is open until Dec 30 2009).The following slides partial  list the states and innovations being used to achieve the project performance goals.     



Iowa 2006

Innovations:
• Prefab bridge elements
• High performance concrete
• High performance steel
• Self consolidating concrete
• Innovative contracting
• Assembled a multifaceted team
Benefits:
• 50% reduction in time for bridge construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
24th Street Bridge Improvement, Council Bluffs, IowaIowa assembled a multi-disciplinary group to develop and oversee their HfL project including AGC. We consider this a best practice.The Iowa DOT is using innovative contracting and construction techniques to meet their commitment to city officials, local business people, motorists to fast-track reconstruction of the 24th Street interchange - a critical access point. The 24th Street interchange is one piece of a comprehensive package of improvements to the Council Bluffs Interstate System (CBIS).The rebuilding of the 24th Street overpass bridge would have taken two full construction seasons over two winters using standard construction practices. However, using innovation to accelerate the construction, the time allotted will be a maximum of one season - a 50% reduction!Innovative Features & Performance GoalsPrefabricated bridge components in the form of full-depth pre-cast deck panels will reduce the hazard of working over live interstate traffic and improve traffic flow during construction. High performance concrete will increase performance and long-term durability. High performance steel will increase toughness, provide higher resistance to corrosion, and reduce fatigue damage. Structural health monitoring system will provide timely information relative to any significant structural displacements or stresses to avert potential danger. Self consolidating concrete, through enhanced "flowability" and consolidation, will result in a more reliable substructure and reduce the possibility of requiring corrective action. Fully contained flooded backfill allows for instant consolidation, which will improve bridge approach foundation. Cost plus time bidding (A+B bidding) will shorten the duration of construction congestion by allowing the DOT to select the most efficient bid in consideration of construction cost and duration. Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) will improve traffic management during and after construction, thus reducing the opportunity for incidents. 



Minnesota 2006

Innovations:
• Full road closure
• Innovative contracting
• Intelligent Compaction
• Lightweight Deflectometer
• Real-time ITS
Benefits:
• Reduce construction time by 80% (5 months vs. 2 

year)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trunk Highway (TH) 36 Reconstruction, Minneapolis/St. Paul, MinnesotaThe Minnesota DOT took a bold step to fully close a major traffic route for 5 months in order to cut project construction time to one quarter of the original schedule. After numerous public meetings and a market survey, Mn/DOT determined that the cost and time savings, the safety benefits to both workers and motorists, and project quality justified the closure. This the first time Mn/DOT has fully closed a major route of this level for construction. Minnesota's TH 36 project involves the reconstruction of approximately 2 miles of roadway between White Bear Avenue and TH 120 through North St. Paul. The proposed upgrades will improve the safety and capacity of the roadway by converting this segment of TH 36 to a freeway facility.When MnDOT conducted the pre-construction survey only 50% of the community were in support of the full roadway closure.  They recently completed the post-construction survey and 89% of the community were highly satisfied with Mn/DOT’s decision to close the roadway.  The TH 36 was selected as one of AASHTO’s top ten project of the year.



Georgia 2007

Innovations:

• Design / build

• Performance contracting

• Prefab bridge elements

• Real-time ITS

Benefits:

• Reduce construction time by 40%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Georgia Department of Transportation's project to build a new interchange on Interstate 85 in Troup County will use a design-build approach that requires contractors to meet performance measures with their bids. Bidders will also be encouraged to use innovative materials and technologies, such as prefabricated bridge elements.Project goals to lessen traffic congestion resulting from construction include reducing construction time by 40 percent through contractor incentives and clearing work zone incidents not involving injuries in less than 20 minutes.Construction is estimated to begin in the fall 2007, with completion in the spring 2009. Their request is for $1,000,000 and a waiver of 20 percent State match (~$15,946,000) with the projected project cost being $80,730,000



Maryland 2007

Innovations:

• Full road closure

• Precast, prestressed bridge elements

• Integral abutments

• Innovative contracting

Benefits:

• Project complete within 60 days versus 1 
year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maryland will receive $800,000 to help replace a bridge on MD 28 in Frederick County and another on MD 725 in Prince George's County. The projects, relying on prefabricated concrete superstructures, will shorten project completion from more than a year to 60 days. 



Oregon 2007

Innovations:
• Work zone safety technologies
• Self propelled modular transporter 
• Prefab  bridge elements
• High performance concrete
• Innovative contracting
• Context sensitive solutions
Benefits:
• Minimize disruption to traveling public

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Oregon Department of Transportation will use prefabricated bridge elements made with high-performance concrete when it replaces five bridges on Oregon 38 between Drain and Elkton. Formulated for enhanced durability and strength, high-performance concrete offers a cost-effective solution for increasing infrastructure life and reducing maintenance.The agency will accelerate the replacement of the five bridges by moving the prefabricated structures into place overnight with self-propelled modular transporters. The goal is to minimize disruption to the traveling public and freight carriers by avoiding use of a 50-mile detour.Construction is estimated to begin in the summer 2007, with completion in summer 2008. The amount of funding requested is $1,000,000 with the anticipated total project cost being $47,554,000Show 2 minute video of bridge demo and slide of new bridge???



Utah 2007

Innovations:

• Total prefab bridge

• Self propelled modular 
transporter

• Construction manager 
contractor

• Work zone traffic 
technologies

• Silica fume concrete deck

Benefits:  Traffic was interrupted for 48 hours only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Utah will receive $1 million to help replace a bridge on SR266 over I-215. The new superstructure was built offsite, while new substructure was built under the existing bridge while it remained in service. By relying on prefabrication, impact on traffic flow was reduced by an estimated 80 percent while resulting in a smoother, quieter and longer-lasting bridge. Existing bridge removed Sat Oct 27th, new bridge in-place on Sunday and opened for rush hour traffic on Monday morning.Show 4 minute video of bridge demo and move of new bridge???



California 2007

Innovations:
• Precast concrete pavement systems
• CA4PRS Software
• Dynameq Software
Benefits:
• Longer lasting pavement
• Optimize construction sequence, reduce 

impact to users

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project is a 4.7 mi pavement rehabilitation project on Route 15 beginning near the city of Ontario in Riverside County at the Route 15/60 Separation structure and continuing across the San Bernardino/Riverside County line to Seventh Street just north of the 10/15 interchange.The project proposes to rehabilitate concrete pavement sections of the No. 3 and No. 4 lanes in both directions, interchange ramps and freeway-to-freeway connectors, and asphalt concrete shoulders. Other project major features include widening of the inside shoulder, widening the median roadway and structure crossings to accommodate traffic detours during construction, and pavement grinding of all lanes. Minor bridgework will consist of deck rehabilitation, replacement of structure approach slabs, and upgrading bridge approach rails. Minor roadway work will consist of the construction of metal beam guardrail, median concrete barrier, guardrail end treatments, asphalt concrete dikes and additional onsite drainage systems to accommodate the runoff from paving the median.As part of this rehabilitation project a portion of the existing PCC concrete will be replaced with pre-cast concrete panel system, also known as Super-SlabTM panels, manufactured by the Fort Miller Co., Inc. Super-Slab will allow Caltrans to build a portion of this project more safely (both in terms of construction worker safety and traveling public safety), faster, longer lasting, and at a lower cost, all while satisfying the user need of a rehabilitated roadway. CA4PRS is a construction scheduling software that incorporates many variables (including pavement section, construction access, and production rates) to estimate construction times for a particular rehabilitation strategy.��



Virginia 2007

Innovations:
• Modular precast pavements ( both prestressed and 

jointed systems)
• Innovative contracting
• Elaborate MPT technologies (ITS)
• I-66 & US 50 Ramp
Benefits:
75% reduction in construction impacts to traffic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Virginia Department of Transportation will use precast, prestressed concrete slabs to repair a two-lane ramp with reverse curve and super-elevation  on I-66 at US 50 in Fairfax County. To minimize traffic disruptions, the work will be done at night and one lane and shoulder will be replaced at a time. Using prefabricated slabs and nighttime lane closures is expected to cut construction time from more than 100 days to 35 nights. Integrated intelligent transportation systems technologies will be used to improve traffic flow and safety in the work zone.Construction is estimated to begin in the fall 2007, with completion in fall 2008. The amount requested for this project is $1,000,000 and a waiver of State match (~$4,000,000). The preliminary estimated construction cost is $25,000,000.



Florida 2009

• Daytona International Drive, Access to 
Speedway

• Approximately 15 at grade intersections or 
business accesses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
      Florida DOT is planning to submit an application for a FY 2009 HfL project grant. The DOT has committed to local residents and businesses along the main access to the Daytona International Speedway that traffic disruption and access will be minimized as they renew the pavement. Thus, they intend to use jointed precast pavement slabs to accomplish this. There are approximately 15 locations, either at grade intersections or business access points where this technology will be employed.



Highways for LIFE
Demonstration Projects

FY 08 incentive 
funds not 
available.
FY 09 solicitation 
is open.
Waive match 
option is open.

Last 
call!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   Due to recission of grant funds by Congress, incentive monies for HfL demonstration projects is not available for FY 2008. In anticipation of the possibility that funding will be available in FY 2009, there is a solicitation letter on the street for applications for 2009.   The waive match option is available for any project that meets HfL criteria.   There will be an open solicitation for HfL project applications for the waive match option.   More applications for PCPS still out there-CPR, under bridge, WIM installations, etc.!



Seeking the Best Solutions

Performance Goals

Innovations to achieve goals

Performance contracting

Building a successful HfL project

Highways for LIFE
Demonstration Projects

One-day
workshop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highways for LIFE is offering a one-day workshop to state DOTs that focuses on identifying goals that respond to motorists’, highway users’ and the agency’s highest priorities and the best ways to achieve the goals. The workshop can focus on one or two highway projects already in the project delivery process or it can be generic. Projects do not have to be submitted for Highways for LIFE incentive funding to be part of a workshop.Workshop participants will include a cross section of experts from the state DOT and FHWA who will explore the issues and needs of the proposed project. Participants will learn about setting project  performance goals , being innovative and using performance contracting. They will use this knowledge to propose project goals, ideally “stretch” goals set at a level that represents the best performance. For one or two of the goals, participants will evaluate whether they can be achieved using the state’s current standards and practice . If not, participants will explore using innovations to achieve the desired outcome. Participants will also consider the application of performance contracting as a tool to achieve the goals. For more information on the workshop or to schedule one, contact Mary Huie at FHWA at (202) 366-3039 or mary.huie@dot.gov or Byron Lord, 202-366-1325, byron.lord@dot.gov. Currently, there are about 10 states that have expressed interest in doing a workshop to assist in putting a HfL application together.I have brought flyers for the workshop and they are available at __________



Highways for LIFE
Accelerating innovation for the American 
driving experience

Contact your Division Office
www.fhwa.dot.gov/hfl
www.pdshowcase.net

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through Highways for LIFE, we’re encouraging everyone in the highway community to work more innovatively. In everything we do, we need to focus on the customer, set tough—but achievable—goals, and seek the best solutions to achieve those goals.The bottom line is that HfL is not just about projects, products or specific innovations, it is about changing a paradigm whereby we consistently evaluate all projects to ensure that we set and meet performance goals that make a difference to the customers.The result: a dramatic improvement in the way we build highways and in the American driving experience. 

http://www.texasfreeway.com/Austin/photos/360/images/360_rob_roy_3-march-2001_hres.jpg
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/hfl
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